The ‘Annals of Phytomedicine’ (AP), is an international, peer-reviewed scientific journal, dedicated to publishing cutting edge research in all areas of phytomedicine. The Annals of Phytomedicine (AP), publishes significant and outstanding developments in all fields of phytomedicine, thus ensuring its scientific priority. The journal is included in (WoS) and UGC-CARE B List. In addition to this, the NAAS Rating is 5.81 (2020).

We are pleased to inform you that a special issue on COVID-19 is going to be published by the journal. For which, potential authors from all around the world have been invited to submit their valuable articles on COVID-19 before 30th March, 2021. The articles should fall in the scope of the journal as well as the content of the ‘Special issue’.

The benefits you can avail by your submission of article to the Annals of Phytomedicine (AP) are multiple:
- The journal is ‘Open Access’ and so the articles are easily available online, to facilitate better availability of your article across the globe.
- Rigorous peer-review helps to evolve the best version of your research writing.
- Publication of Special issue on acceptance by June-July 2021.
- High visibility.
- Copyright of your article is to be retained by you.
- Each article will be assigned by ‘doi’ number of CrossRef.

**Publication fee**
- Rs. 7500/- per article from India.
- USD $200 per article from Overseas countries.

**Plagiarism**
- We require more than 90% Unique Data for publication.

For more information about the journal and to submit your article, please visit our website, [http://www.ukaazpublications.com/publications/](http://www.ukaazpublications.com/publications/) and to resolve your queries, you can put an email to ukaaz@yahoo.com

It will be our privilege to receive your positive response and look forward to receiving your articles.

Best regards

**Dr. Irfan Ali Khan**  
Editor-in-Chief  
Annals of Phytomedicine: An International Journal  
Hyderabad  
India